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Toilet training is a developmental milestone.  It is often one of the most stressful tasks for a parent and one 

of the earliest tasks for all children.  It is a skill that should not be rushed, so having the attitude that “it will 

eventually happen” will increase success for both parent(s) and the child and reduce stress and frustration. 

 

Readiness 

It is important to look at a child’s developmental level rather than chronological age when considering toilet 

training.  Physical readiness should also be considered and often occurs between the ages of 1 ½ and 3.  

Boys typically start later and it generally takes boys longer to learn toileting than girls.  Generally, bowel 

training occurs before urine training and daytime training happens before night time training. 

 

As discussed, not every child will be ready at the same time, so it is important to look for signs of readiness 

rather than considering your child’s age as an indicator. 

 

Developmental readiness 

1. Can follow simple directions (“Come here,” “Stand up,” etc…) 

2. Can understand and use words for elimination? 

3. Shows discomfort with dirty diapers?  

Physical readiness 

1. Can sit in a chair for 5 minutes? 

2. Can wait at least 1 ½ hours between elimination times? 

3. Has regular bowel movements? 

4. Can recognize when s/he has to go (posture, gestures, verbal or facial expressions) ? 

5. Can walk steadily from room to room?  

6. Has the coordination needed to stop and pick up in order to complete task?  

7. Can partially pull training pants down and up?  

Family readiness 

1. Avoid starting toilet training at a time of change or stress for the child (changing from crib to bed, 

new sibling, new diet). 

2. Avoid starting toilet training at a time of change or stress in the family (moving, new baby, etc…) 

3. Talk about and agree upon training techniques with child care providers, family members, and 

friends   

4. Have lost fitting and extra clothing for frequent changing. 

5. Buy supplies: training underwear, cleaning supplies, child-sized toilet or training chair. 


